Range Boundary

CoF 1

P2

P3

P1

Scenario: Shooting under the lights
DESCRIPTION: Start at P1 loaded to division capability and holstered. Engage each targets with one
body and one head.

SAFETY REMINDERS: Don’t Crowd Cover. Watch muzzle when transitioning around left side of
barricade.
SET-UP: P1 is 13 yards from backstop. All targets against the backstop with the barricade 10 yards
distant.

Concealment is required

14 rounds

Unlimited scoring

CoF 2

Range Boundary

T1

P2

P1

Scenario: Turn off the high beams
DESCRIPTION: Start at P1 Loaded with 6 rounds and holstered, Engage T1 with six rounds while
advancing, transition to P2 and engage the remainder of the targets with two rounds each from low
cover.
SAFETY REMINDERS: Don’t crowd cover. Be aware of muzzle when transitioning from P1 to P2. T1
can only be engaged from P1 and the remaining targets can only be engaged from P2.
SET-UP: P2 is 10 yards from targets. P1 starts at 13 rounds from P1 and ends at 10 yards from targets.
Concealment is required

16 rounds

Unlimited Scoring

Range Boundary

CoF 3

P2

P3

P1

Scenario: Shooting without the lights
DESCRIPTION: Start at P1 loaded to division capability and holstered with flashlight in your support
hand. Lights are out. Engage all targets with one round to the head and one round to the body.

SAFETY REMINDERS: Don’t Crowd Cover. Watch muzzle when transitioning around left side of
barricade.
SET-UP: P1 is 13 yards from backstop. All targets against the backstop with the barricade 10 yards
distant.

Concealment is required

14 rounds

Unlimited scoring

Range Boundary

CoF 4

P1

Scenario: Turn off the high beams in lower lighting
DESCRIPTION: Start at P1 Loaded to division capacity and with gun on dashboard point downrange,
Engage all targets with two rounds each through the window except for driver who gets four rounds.
SAFETY REMINDERS: watch muzzle when placing loaded gun on dashboard.

SET-UP: P1 is 10 yards from targets.
Concealment is not required

14 rounds

Unlimited Scoring

